NSF Graduate Research Fellowship Program
APPLICATION FOR: Louis Jenkins

Program Year 2019
APPLICATION STATUS: Received

blank row

PERSONAL INFORMATION
Applicant ID: 1000245690
Prefix:
First Name: Louis
Middle Name: Peter
Last Name: Jenkins
Suffix: Jr
Previous Last Name 1:
Previous Last Name 2:
ORCID Identifier:

Mailing Address
Street Address: 60 Crittenden Blvd
Apt 110
City: Rochester
State: NY
Zip Code: 14620
Country: United States
E-mail: LouisJenkinsCS@hotmail.com
Phone Number: 6109311207

Permanent Address
Same as mailing address: Y

Date of Birth
Date of Birth: 12/11/1993
State: PA
Country: United States
Citizenship: US Citizen
If permanent resident alien, date status was granted:
High School Location
City: Drexel Hill
State: PA
Country: United States
Demographic Information
Gender: Male
Veteran Status: No
Ethnicity: Not Hispanic or Not Latino
Race: Black or African-American
Disability: No
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EDUCATION AND WORK EXPERIENCE
List colleges or universities attended and your enrollment details.
College/Univ.

Location

Start

End

Degree

Date

Date

Granting

Degree

Degree

Grad.

Cmpl.

Date

Yes

12/2017

Field of Study

Cum. GPA Basis
GPA

Program
Bloomsburg

BLOOMSBURG, 05/2012 12/2017

University of

PA, United States

Yes

BS

Comp/IS/Eng -

3.06

4.0

4.0

4.0

Computational Science

Pennsylvania

and Engineering

University of

ROCHESTER,

Rochester

NY, United States

08/2018 04/2023

Yes

PhD

No, still

Comp/IS/Eng -

enrolled

Computational Science

in

and Engineering

program

List teaching and work experiences relevant to your field of study since entering college/university. Experiences do
not have to be limited to the academic realm.
Title

Institution/Organization

Start Date

Other Experience

End Date

Ongoing
Developer

Google Summer of Code - Chapel, Cray

04/2017

No

09/2017

Research Assistant

Lehigh University

04/2016

No

07/2016

Tech. Intern, Level 4

Pacific Northwest National Laboratory

04/2018

No

07/2018

PhD Intern, External Collaborator

Pacific Northwest National Laboratory

07/2018

Yes

Inc

t
List any significant academic honors, fellowships, scholarships, publications and presentations.
blank rowComp/IS/Eng - Computational Science and Engineering
**[2018] Tech. Intern, Level 4 **
Organization: Pacific Northwest National Laboratory
Mentor: Andrew Lumsdaine
Project: Chapel HyperGraph Library (CHGL)
Publication #1 [Authors]: L. Jenkins, M. Zalewski, S. Aksoy, H. Medal, C. Joslyn, et al.
Publication #1 [Title]: "Chapel HyperGraph Library (CHGL)"
Publication #1 [Conference]: 2018 IEEE High Performance Extreme Computing Conference (HPEC-2018),
Twenty-second Annual HPEC Conference
Summary: Developed the first, to my knowledge, exascale hypergraph library. Joint collaborative effort between
Mississippi State University and Pacific Northwest National Laboratory, where I was the sole developer of the
project. Project intended to explore Chapel's ability to handle irregular applications and to address shortcomings and
bugs in the language. Government sponsor.
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Abstract: (See Below)
"We present the Chapel Hypergraph Library (CHGL), a library for hypergraph computation in the emerging Chapel
language. Hypergraphs generalize graphs, where a hypergraph edge can connect any number of vertices. Thus,
hypergraphs capture high-order, high-dimensional interactions between multiple entities that are not directly
expressible in graphs. CHGL is designed to provide HPC-class computation with high-level abstractions and modern
language support for parallel computing on shared memory and distributed memory systems. In this paper we
describe the design of CHGL, including &#64257;rst principles, data structures, and algorithms, and we present
preliminary performance results based on a graph generation use case. We also discuss ongoing work of co-design
with Chapel, which is currently centered on improving performance."
Publication #2 [Authors]: L. Jenkins, M. Zalewski, M. Ferguson
Publication #2 [Title]: Chapel Aggregation Library (CAL) ~To Appear~
Publication #2 [Conference]: Parallel Applications Workshop, Alternatives To MPI (SC'18 Workshop)
Summary: Developed an aggregation library that addressed issue of fine-grained communications inherent in
irregular applications. Library is written entirely in Chapel, and was a collaborative project between PNNL and Cray.
Design is based on the AM++ library and makes use of Chapel language features to make it easy to use.
Abstract: (See Below)
"Fine-grained communication is a fundamental principle of the Partitioned Global Address Space (PGAS), which
serves to simplify creating and reasoning about programs in the distributed context. However, per-message overheads
of communication rapidly accumulate in programs that generate a high volume of small messages, limiting the
effective bandwidth and potentially increasing latency if the messages are generated at a much higher rate than the
effective network bandwidth. One way to reduce such &#64257;ne-grained communication is by coarsening the
granularity by aggregating data, or by buffering the smaller communications together in a way that they can be
handled in bulk. Once these communications are buffered, the multiple units of the aggregated data can be combined
into fewer units in an optimization called coalescing.
The Chapel Aggregation Library (CAL) provides a straightforward approach to handling both aggregation and
coalescing of data in Chapel and aims to be as generic and minimal as possible to maximize code reuse and minimize
its increase in complexity on user applications. CAL provides a high-performance, distributed, and parallel-safe
solution that is entirely written as a Chapel module. In addition to being easy to use, CAL improves the performance
of some benchmarks by one to two orders of magnitude over naive implementations at 32 compute-nodes on a Cray
XC50."
**[2018] Independent Researcher**
Publication [Authors]: L. Jenkins
Publication [Title]: RCUArray: An RCU-like Parallel-Safe Distributed Resizable Array
Publication [Conference]: The 5th Annual Chapel Implementers and Users Workshop (CHIUW 2018, IPDPSW)
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Summary: Shortly after becoming acquainted with the idea of RCU, I designed a parallel-safe array, distributed over
multiple compute nodes, that can be read and written to while being resized. Intended to be used as the base for a
descriptor table or other distributed data structure such as a distributed vector.
Abstract (See Below):
"Presented in this work is RCUArray, a parallel-safe distributed array that allows for read and update operations to
occur concurrently with a resize via Read-Copy-Update. Also presented is a novel extension to Epoch-Based
Reclamation (EBR) that functions without the requirement for either Task-Local or Thread-Local storage, as the
Chapel language currently lacks a notion of either. Also presented is an extension to Quiescent State-Based
Reclamation (QSBR) that is implemented in Chapel?s runtime and allows for parallel-safe memory reclamation of
arbitrary data. At 32-nodes with 44-cores per node, the RCUArray with EBR provides only 20% of the performance
of an unsynchronized Chapel block distributed array for read and update operations but near-equivalent with QSBR;
in both cases RCUArray is up to 40x faster for resize operations."
**[2017] Google Summer of Code**
Mentor: Engin Kayraklioglu, Michael Ferguson
Organization: Chapel (Cray Inc)
Project: Distributed Data Structures
Summary: First time exposure to parallel-distributed programming language Chapel and the HPC abstraction PGAS,
created two of the first novel data structures that scale to at least 2 orders of magnitude for a moderate cluster (~3072
Processors).
Abstract: (See Below)
"Built-in data structures are a necessity for any budding language, and in a language where distributed computing is
at its core, data structures that can properly be maintained across clusters is desired.
For my project, I have designed the core framework for a distributed data structures library, and have implemented
two novel scalable distributed data structures, an ordered deque and an unordered multiset, that exceed a naive
implementation by at least two orders of magnitude in a moderately sized cluster."
**[2016] Research Assistant**
Mentor: Michael Spear
Organization: Lehigh University
Project: Concurrent and Scalable Built-in Hash-Table for the Go Programming Language
Award #1: Peer's Choice for Outstanding Project
Award #2: Honorable Mention for 2017 Computing Research Association Outstanding Undergraduate Researchers
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Publication [Authors]: L. Jenkins, T. Zhou, M. Spear
Publication [Title]: "Redesigning Go's Built-In Map to Support Concurrent Operations"
Publication [Conference]: The 26th International Conference on Parallel Architectures and Compilation Techniques
(PACT 2017)
Summary: First time exposure to Go programming language, created a built-in concurrent-safe hash table that was
incrementally designed, became a high-performance scalable and novel map that provided more features and stronger
guarantees than other state-of-the-art maps in research literature.
Abstract: (See Below)
"The Go language lacks built-in data structures that allow fine-grained concurrent access. In particular, its map data
type, one of only two generic collections in Go, limits concurrency to the case where all operations are read-only;
any mutation (insert, update, or remove) requires exclusive access to the entire map. The tight integration of this map
into the Go language and runtime precludes its replacement with known scalable map implementations.
This paper introduces the Interlocked Hash Table (IHT). The IHT is the result of language-driven data structure
design: it requires minimal changes to the Go map API, supports the full range of operations available on the
sequential Go map, and provides a path for the language to evolve to become more amenable to scalable computation
over shared data structures. The IHT employs a novel optimistic locking protocol to avoid the risk of deadlock, and
allows large critical sections that access a single IHT element, and can easily support multikey atomic operations.
These features come at the cost of relaxed, though still straightforward, iteration semantics. In experimentation in
both Java and Go, the IHT performs well, reaching up to 7× the performance of the state of the art in Go at 24
threads. In Java, the IHT performs on par with the best Java maps in the research literature, while providing iteration
and other features absent from other maps."
Baccalaureate Institution: Bloomsburg University of Pennsylvania
Current Institution: University of Rochester
Are you or have you been in a joint baccalaureate-master's degree program? No

PROPOSED FIELD OF STUDY
Field of Study: Comp/IS/Eng - Computational Science and Engineering
blank row
Is your proposed graduate study interdisciplinary? No
blank row

PROPOSED GRADUATE STUDY
Proposed University or College: University of Rochester
Proposed Graduate Program: PhD
City: Rochester
State: NY
Country: United States
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REFERENCES
List names and organizational affiliations of individuals submitting Letters of Reference (at least three reference
letters must be received by the published deadline for the application to be complete).
Last Name

First Name

Lumsdaine

Andrew

Zalewski

Marcin

Spear
Ferguson
Scott

Michael
Michael
Michael

MI

Organization

E-mail Address

Ref.
Rank

Status

andrew.lumsdaine@pnnl.gov

5

Unsubmitted

marcin.zalewski@pnnl.gov

2

Received

L

Pacific Northwest
National Laboratory
Pacific Northwest
National Laboratory
Lehigh University
Cray Inc.
University of Rochester

spear@cse.lehigh.edu
mferguson@cray.com
scott@cs.rochester.edu

4
1
3

Unsubmitted
Received
Received

PERSONAL, RELEVANT BACKGROUND AND FUTURE GOALS STATEMENT
Please outline your educational and professional development plans and career goals. How do you envision graduate
school preparing you for a career that allows you to contribute to expanding scientific understanding as well as
broadly benefit society?
blank row
Describe your personal, educational and/or professional experiences that motivate your decision to pursue advanced
study in science, technology, engineering or mathematics (STEM). Include specific examples of any research and/or
professional activities in which you have participated. Present a concise description of the activities, highlight the
results and discuss how these activities have prepared you to seek a graduate degree. Specify your role in the activity
including the extent to which you worked independently and/or as part of a team. Describe the contributions of your
activity to advancing knowledge in STEM fields as well as the potential for broader societal impacts (See
Solicitation, Section VI, for more information about Broader Impacts).
blank row
NSF Fellows are expected to become globally engaged knowledge experts and leaders who can contribute
significantly to research, education, and innovations in science and engineering. The purpose of this essay is to
demonstrate your potential to satisfy this requirement. Your ideas and examples do not have to be confined
necessarily to the discipline that you have chosen to pursue.
blank row
If you have completed more than one academic year in a graduate degree-granting program or a graduate or
professional degree, followed by an interruption of at least two consecutive years, please address the reasons for the
interruption in graduate study here.
blank row
Document Uploaded: Yes

GRADUATE RESEARCH PLAN STATEMENT
Present an original research topic that you would like to pursue in graduate school. Describe the research idea, your
general approach, as well as any unique resources that may be needed for accomplishing the research goal (i.e.,
access to national facilities or collections, collaborations, overseas work, etc.) You may choose to include important
literature citations. Address the potential of the research to advance knowledge and understanding within science as
well as the potential for broader impacts on society. The research discussed must be in a field listed in the
Solicitation (Section X, Fields of Study).
blank row
Document Uploaded: Yes
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Proposed Research Title
The title should be brief, informative, scientifically or technically valid, intelligible to a scientifically or technically
literate reader, and suitable for use in the public press. It should describe in succinct terms your proposed research,
reflecting the contents of your proposal. Use key words, and do not use abbreviations and chemical formulas(in 255
characters or less). This title will be used for searching research topics using the key words you supply. Do not use
curly brackets, {}, in your Proposed Research Title or Key Words.
blank row
Proposed Research Title: Scalable Software Atomics for the Partitioned Global Address Space
blank row
Use key words to describe the Graduate Research Plan Statement (in 50 characters or less).
blank row
Key Words: Distributed, Partitioned Global Address Space

NSF GRFP PROGRAM INFORMATION
Select the level that most appropriately describes your stage of study at the GRFP application deadline. All
enrollment in graduate or professional degree-granting programs must be included.
blank row
First-year graduate student currently enrolled in a graduate degree-granting program, who has never applied to
GRFP before as a graduate student or returning graduate student.
blank row
Advisor
If you are currently enrolled in graduate school (levels 2 or 3), provide the name(s) of your current or potential
graduate research advisor(s). If you do not have a current or potential graduate research advisor, provide the contact
information of your graduate program director. Entry of at least one advisor is required with a maximum of three.
First Name
Michael

MI

Last Name

E-mail Address

Scott

scott@cs.rochester.edu

blank row
NSF publishes the names, the baccalaureate and current institutions, and the fields of study of Fellowship recipients
and Honorable Mention List on FastLane.
blank row
Do you wish your name to be published on the Honorable Mention List, posted at https://www.research.gov/grfp/?:
Yes
blank row
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NSF Graduate Research Fellowship Program
Ratings Sheet

Application Year: 2019
APPLICANT ID: 1000245690

blank row

blank row

Intellectual Merit Criterion
blank row

Overall Assessment of Intellectual Merit
Excellent
blank row

Explanation to Applicant
Highly accomplished applicant with many publications. The proposal itself is a very detailed and fleshed-out research project.
blank row

Broader Impacts Criterion
blank row

Overall Assessment of Broader Impacts
Excellent
blank row

Explanation to Applicant
This applicant has already contributed to helping under-represented minority students enter computer science.
blank row

Summary Comments
A compelling biography makes this very impressive application even stronger.
blank row
blank row
blank row

Intellectual Merit Criterion
blank row

Overall Assessment of Intellectual Merit
Good
blank row

Explanation to Applicant
Although the applicant's academic record is not as good as that of other applicants at the same stage in their careers, the applicant
has commendable research experience and has participated as a co-author in several published works. The proposed research is
to develop scalable software atomics for partitioned global address space. The application is supported by very strong reference
letters however, it is not very well written and does not follow the required format.
blank row

Broader Impacts Criterion
blank row

Overall Assessment of Broader Impacts
Good
blank row

Explanation to Applicant
The application does not appropriately follow the application guidelines and fails to give appropriate attention to the broader
impact component. This is despite some of the references highlighting the applicant's mentoring skills.
blank row

Summary Comments
The application is good but does not appropriately follow the guidelines. The broader impact component is not appropriately
addressed.
blank row
blank row
blank row

Intellectual Merit Criterion
blank row

Overall Assessment of Intellectual Merit
Fair
blank row
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blank row

Explanation to Applicant
There are areas of strength in the intellectual merit of education and areas of weakness in areas that may impact the project. With
proper direction, the weaknesses in certain areas may be overcome according to the information provided in the submission.
blank row

Broader Impacts Criterion
blank row

Overall Assessment of Broader Impacts
Very Good
blank row

Explanation to Applicant
The project is quite interesting and would have a very significant and positive impact.
blank row

Summary Comments
The submission demonstrates a worthwhile project although the intellectual merit is not consistent throughout with significant
strengths. This appears to be able to overcome given proper mentor guidance.
blank row
blank row

Intellectual Merit Criterion
blank row

Overall Assessment of Intellectual Merit
Very Good
blank row

Explanation to Applicant
The applicant has a good academic background with several peer-reviewed publications and internship experiences. This
applicant would benefit from a more explicit project plan with incremental milestones.
blank row

Broader Impacts Criterion
blank row

Overall Assessment of Broader Impacts
Excellent
blank row

Explanation to Applicant
The applicant has an inspired relationship with STEM research and expresses a path of evolution very well. The applicant's
previous research provides a solid path forward with this research endeavor. The research expressed will provide several
deliverables into the field.
blank row

Summary Comments
The applicant has the academic background and experience to lead this research project with minimum oversight with the ability
to provide a substantial research deliverable. The applicant has several very strong letters of recommendation that speak both to
academic aptitude to leadership personality. The research direction would benefit from a clearer research plan.
blank row
blank row
blank row
blank row
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